The satisfiabilities and varieties for algebras induced by cones and functor dynamics are given. The functor dynamics inducing the usual satisfiabilities and hypersatisfiabilities are determined. The connections between usual varieties and hypervarieties are considered. The characterizations of hypervarieties using new notions of superalgebras and hyperalgebras are also given.
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J. Slomiriski W to V and that is denoted by g:W->V. A transference q':W->Eq v is said to a hypertransference from W to V. Hence we obtain:
(1.1)
If q:W->V, then Mod w (E) = q" 1 (Mod y (E)).
(1.2) If q:W-»Eq v> then Mod w (E) = q" 1 (2 Mod V (E) ).
If W is transferable or hypertransferable from V, then the W-varieties are determined by the V-varieties using (1.1) or (1.2) .
If the relation signature Z has only one relation symbol and this symbol is n-ary, then the set Relj,(Y) is considered as the set Rel (Y) of all n-ary relations on the set Y and n the satisfiabilities of the type £ are called n-ary. The unary satisfiabilities V:C-»Rel^fY), where C and Y are finite sets, are the contexts in the sense of [6] of Wille and V-varieties are the concepts in the context V. In the sequel we shall consider only the binary satisfiabilities, in particular induced by cones and functor dynamics. Let C be any concrete category with respect to a functor U:C->Set and let A be any object of C. A class of morphisms in C from A is called a cone in C from A. Let L be a cone from A in C and let A Q be U(A) and let CD(L) be the class of all objects B in C such that the set L_ of morphisms in L from A to B is non empty. We define o L-satisfiability to be the mapping W T :CD(L)->Rel_(A") such Li ¿. U that V? L (B)={<p,q>: U(h) (p) =U(h) (q) for all h:A->B in L} . The mappings Mod,, and Eq,,, where V=W T , will be denoted by Mod.
and Eq T respectively. The W T -varieties are called L-varieties.
Li Li
We define a functor dynamic to be a pair <U,F> of the functors of the form U:C->D and F:C-»C. Let H=<U,F> be any functor dynamic. The set of all natural transformations from the functor UF to the functor U is denoted by Dt(H). The full subcategory of AL defined by all evaluational algebras is denoted by ALE. The full subcategories of AL and of ALE 'defined by all algebras of the same arity type T are (T) (Ti denoted by AL^ ' and ALE* ' respectively. The category AL is concrete with respect to the functor U:AL->Set such that U(A)=A q and U(h)=h Q . Let L be any cone from an algebra A in AL. We define the cones ev(L) and st(L) from A in AL using formulas:
ev ( Hence, by 2.8, we have proved Theorem 2.9. Let G be any type and let X be any infinite set. Moreover, let A=Ter"(X) and T=Ar(G). Then we have: VJ I. The category ALE^ of all evaluational algebras of arity type T is isomorphic to the category Hyp(G,X) of all hyperalgebras of the type G by the isomorphism sa^y^^y ÎT) II. For each EeRel 2 (A Q ) the hypervanety Mod* '(E) is isomorphic to the category Hyp(G,E) of all E-hyperalgebras of the type G by isomorphism In the paper [3] I have proved that the category Hyp(G,X) is the category of all superalgebras K of the type G such that KJ^sGÎKQ) is a family of G-algebras closed with respect to all G-coautomaton products.
3. The functor dynamics for satisfiabilities of algebras
In this paragraph we prove that the usual satisfiability of the similarity type G and the hypersatisfiability of the arity type T are induced by the functor dynamics. For any set y X and any algebra B in AL we define the X-power algebra B of given by the formula f(t)=w (p), where w:A->D is the unique v extension of t (see 2.6), i.e. f(t)=p . ... (t") for all teu .
si(t) 0 Let Z=A q . We define the mappings: i:Z >Dt(H), i':Z >Dt(H') and i":Z >Dt(H") by the formulas: i(P) = DeCD G (L)}, i'(p) = { D p: DeCD(L)} and i"(p)= ={ D p: DeCD(L)} for cones L from I, II and III respectively. For every aeDt(H)uDt(H')uDt(H") the G-term of the form P=« A (1 X ) for H, p=u Q with u=a A (l <x Q> ) for H' and p=u Q with u=a r^A j(1 <X G> ) for H" fulfills the condition a=i(p), a=i'(p) and a=i"(p) respectively. Hence i, i' and i" are the bijections and by a simple verification we see that the cone L-satisfiability is identical in the cases I, II and III to the functor dynamic H-satisfiability, H'-satisfiability and H"-satisfiability respectively. Now we prove that those functor dynamics are exact. For this let X={x.,x_,...} and let
("l n) h* J ' ' to be the G-morphism h:A->A such that h Q (x^) =x ^ • Moreover, for each peA Q we define the (n,p)-substitution s (n,p) to fae the G _ morph i sm h:A->A such that h (x.)=h^'(p). ^ x. Let us observe that (q) is the substitution q( ^m)/ x. PH) where p (j) =p (x^ n+i) ' Thus we obta i n a semigroup Sm(G,X) = =<A^,A>, where <p, q>A< ?1 ,q^^1" 1 ' p) (p x ) , S^"' q) (q^ > and n is the least natural number such that all variables of G-terms p, q, Pj^ and q.^ are in, the set {x 1 ,x 2 ,...,x n > . 
